SportsEye
Network
A blueprint for shaping a more informed, connected
and therefore active sector.

Introducing ActiveXchange
Shaping a more informed, connected and therefore active sector.
The Austaralasian community sport, leisure, aquatic and fitness sector is worth $18bn
with over 12 million registered members and participants, yet there was no central
coordination of data to enhance planning, investment and delivery decisions. Data has
been traditionally fragmented and siloed, therefore the people on the front lines of our
industry’s most important problems often don’t have the information they need when they
need it most.
Launched in 2018 with a goal to positively influence the active and healthy lives of over 10 million people by 2023
through a network of partners, ActiveXchange has been building networks of relevant data and market intelligence.
This now covers over 3 million members and participants, enabled through third-party member system integrations
and data share partnerships. This unprecedented intelligence coupled with an in-house Data Science Team who
manage a series of powerful predictive models, which includes the use of machine learning, creates clear lines of
actionable insight on how to maximise local participation outcomes, commercial returns, and social value impacts.
This reduces the risk of change, brings internal and external stakeholders together, and means positive decisions
happen faster – right offer, right place, right time. More members, more active, more often!
This more scientific, partner approach is designed for venue operators, sport organisations, local, state and federal
government, and is typically coordinated through online SportsEye accounts, which connect into the SportsEye
Network.
SportsEye is now formally backed by Federal Government as part of their Accelerator Program, opening up the
Network to every sector organisation no matter their size or experience with data. It’s recognition from Federal
Government of the social and economic role the sector has to play, and how a centralised network will facilitate wider
industries such as health and business to connect in and become enablers of physical activity via venue operators
and sports. SportsEye also powers the National Infrastructure Database, governed by a cross-industry steering
group including state governments, Parks and Leisure Australia, Fitness Australia and other associations and the
leading strategic consultancies.
We look forward to more organisations, operators, government and strategic partners joining the SportsEye Network.

James Ellender
Chief Executive Officer

Founding Principles
No organisation ever accesses
another organisations data without
explicit permission and there is
transparency at all times organisation data is anonymised and
used for model parameters,
benchmarks and industry trends.

Personal data where received is
immediately anonymised and never
accessible through any platforms.

ActiveXchange is and will always
remain 100% independent and
agnostic with strong governance
measures in place. In addition, an
Industry Steering Group has been
established to govern the integrity of
SportsEye and its features.

A more informed, connected
and therefore active sector

The SportsEye Network
Empowering fragmented, siloed data via a specialist data science team to inform and
connect the entire Sport and Leisure sector - more members, more active, more often.
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Each product has been
purpose built to provide
custom, tangible analysis,
reports and dashboards to
power operators,
government, sport, business
and industry consultants.
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Each platform connects into
the Network, drawing on up
to date intelligence generated
from over 3 million members
and thousands of venues.
In addition there are a
number of potential bolt-on
modules, helping
organisations achieve their
planning, investment and
delivery outcomes and
impacts.

National
Infrastructure
Database

“A national infrastructure database is a key planning resource that will
benefit a significant proportion of PLA members (including local
government), the overall industry, and ultimately local communities”
Mark Band, Chief Executive, Parks and Leisure Australia (PLA)

Developed by an industry for an industry. This is a free
module that is in all SportsEye accounts and can be
requested by any industry organisation as a standalone
account.
Governed by a cross-industry steering group which includes state
governments and national bodies, the Database now has national
coverage with 16,000 sites and 32,000 facilities. It is managed through
SportsEye, and from launch in 2019 has supported a wide range of
governments, consultants and sports, as well as other industry
organisations, to avoid data gathering duplication, saving time and
costs, and access up to date relevant information. SportsEye involves
1,000+ user accounts connecting to form a network across all states,
this means lots of users leveraging this information as part of their own
planning intelligence, while helping to keep this shared database up to
date. The Database module is complemented by the Action Plan
module, which allows users to create custom project teams with
organisations from across the SportsEye Network, to then track and
share information, progress and collaborate on upcoming projects all
within one online platform.
Infrastructure data management (add, edit and manage
information)
Update tracker to ensure data integrity
Analysis dashboard including provision by demographic KPIs
Bulk upload and export
Community Profile module
Live chat support

“As a sport and leisure planning company working across Australasia,
this is exactly what this industry has needed for a long time. OPG will
be proactively supporting this initiative as it will save us and our clients
significant research time and cost whilst ultimately also benefiting a
broad range of organisations across Australia”
Mike King, Director, Otium Planning Group (OPG)

SportsEye
OPERATOR

Market intelligence + predictive models to drive membership returns +
evidence your impact

Used by hundreds of venues each week, SportsEye Operator
supports leisure, aquatic, fitness, golf and tennis to make
data simple to use, shaping strategic, operational and
marketing decisions that increase member returns and
community health and wellbeing and Social Value.
Makes data accessible and simple to use by lifting it out of complex leisure
management systems and drawing in wider market intelligence and
powerful predictive models to increase membership, venue engagement
and local impacts. It puts the very latest best practice intelligence at the
finger tips of any operator, no matter their size or experience, so they’re
able to make smarter operational, marketing and strategic decisions.

Site Performance Priorities Scorecard
Head Office Priorities Dashboard
Optimal ROI Programming Dashboard
Covid-19 Recovery and Growth Forecasting Dashboard
Acquisition and Retention Target-Track Toolkit
Social Value and Health and Wellbeing KPI Dashboard
Community Profile module
Live chat support

Integrates with your existing member management system
Fully utilise your own data and capitalise on relevant up to date industry-wide
insight generated from millions of active members
Track your relative performance with up to date benchmarks and forecasting
analysis
Dashboards and outputs provide key intelligence on optimal timetable
programming, pricing, swim school planning, targeted member acquisition and
retention marketing
Interactive mapping to show members and target prospects linked to local
government health and wellbeing and Social Value KPI reporting dashboards
Option to integrate community impact and growth potential intelligence with
government contract partners (SportsEye Government) and other stakeholders
via the SportsEye Network to coordinate support and progress
Monthly or annual subscription options

Data from state Sports, Leisure & Aquatics made easy via two Modules

SportsEye
GOVERNMENT

Sport Module

Leisure Aquatics Module

All local intelligence and plans consistently brought
together to align decisions with local resident outcomes
and impacts.
Up until now, getting local sport and leisure has been difficult......
Searching through long reports that are often out of date
Spending too much time trying to collect basic data
Trying to mesh multiple data sources for a whole picture
Struggling to compare apples with apples
Who should be counted and how
Making decisions without a robust evidence bases
Using selected data from over 400 sport and leisure partners, capturing
around 3 million individual participants; combined with key market and
demographic data, SportsEye Government creates suburb and LGA
based sport and leisure profiles including:
Participation (counts and rates by age and gender)
Facilities/Venues (location, supply and participant details)
Demand (market segment profile)
High level Gaps/Opportunities
Social Value and Health and Wellbeing KPIs Dashboard
Live chat support

Spatial and graph format and built around
ABS structures, a SportsEye Government
account enables users to easily visualise
supply and demand for individual sports
and/or collective sport at various
geographic levels.
Data direct from sports linked with local
demand profiling & other data sets.

SportsEye integrates with the leisure
management systems used within leisure,
aquatic and fitness venues. This means
data can be automatically transferred,
processed and translated into consistent
intelligence.

The SportsEye Government module
through interactive mapping layers and
dashboards enables government to
Data direct from state sporting
automatically and remotely track the
organisations and other sector partners, relative operational performance of venues
updated automatically
(with family-group benchmarks and trends),
Saving time and money on inefficient
establish and track KPI contract targets,
data collection
and similarly to the sport module evidence
Consistent and reliable data and
the health and wellbeing and Social Value
insights shared by sector stakeholders impact of these community assets and the
Demand models based on powerful
subsidies provided.
market segmentation intelligence
Enabling opportunities for participation
growth to be identified
Identifying where additional services or
facilities may be needed
Consistent and reliable benchmarking
Comparing the characteristics of people
and places to gain perspective

Two tiers of access powering sport analysis and planning

SportsEye
SPORT

SportsEye SPORT

SportsEye PRO

Helping sports easily use their data to effectively plan and
prioritise, identify growth 'hotspots' to focus resources and
engage government, and evidence social impact.
SportsEye State accounts are used by over 75 sport governing
organisations as a low cost option to help progress their data-led
planning capabilities and positively influence government. SportsEye
integrates with sport member management systems used in the sector or
can be setup with just a basic data export.The ActiveXchange team
support each sport to draw straightforward 'so what next' conclusions
from their SportsEye account.
Each SportsEye account shows sports their own member locations,
clubs by member count, predicted sport demand, and therefore
remaining growth hotspots. This is supported by dashboards to evidence
growth clubs, suburbs and LGAs and the current and future gaps in
infrastructure.
SportsEye PRO provides fully bespoke digital infrastructure plans with
advanced analysis underpinned by straightforward interactive mapping
and dashboards, supported by an investment framework.
Integrates community impact and growth potential intelligence with
contract government partners via the SportsEye Network to help each
sport leverage their own data and coordinate support and progress.
All housed within one
platform, directly integrated
with your membership
management platform and
wider audit systems, saving
money on updates.

Track member and club participation and
use predictive analysis to show priority
growth areas by sport.

Fully integrated infrastructure and
investment planning platform tailored for
each state and national sport organisation.

Utilise the industry infrastructure database
and create action plans to coordinate
projects.

Bring all your planning and delivery
information into one place to inform
decisions and influence key stakeholders.

Health and wellbeing KPIs related to
participation in your sport informs
government planning decisions.
Example SportsEye SPORT and PRO
Partners
Office for Recreation, Sport & Racing
(SA) + 15 SA SSOs
Office of Sport and Sport NSW (NSW)
+ 25 NSW SSOs
Sport Canterbury (NZ) + 6 regional
sports
Hockey NZ
Tennis Australia
Football NSW (PRO)
NSW Rugby League (PRO)
Athletics & Little Athletics NSW (PRO)
Netball NSW (PRO)

"Sport NSW partnered with
ActiveXchange to undertake predictive
analytics to forecast initially demand for
nine sports in NSW. The result provides
the sports with powerful data on their
scope for growth, the geographical
locations where the growth is most likely
and the risk of participant drop-out
mapped to specific clubs and locations.
The initiative proves that there is a
significant opportunity for analysis of
this nature to be undertaken throughout
the sport and recreation sector in NSW
to better tailor the offer to existing and
potential participants."
Darren Simpson,
former CEO Sport NSW

Immediate insight on how to grow returns and manage risks

SportsEye
BUSINESS

SportsEye Business is designed for suppliers and potential
investors into the industry to provide an immediate
snapshot on how to grow returns and manage risks. This
account does not require any data transfer and provides
access to a set of key industry insight tools.
No data integration required
National mapping to show remaining 'hotspots' for new fitness/ swim
school venues (using the national database and predictive demand
modelling)
Key $ ROI insight for industry suppliers to help future relevant
venues achieve an ROI
Informs the roll out of industry products and services i.e. fitness
programs, retail etc.
Suppliers can access live insight on their products to provide client
success services
Used by the smallest to largest businesses

New franchisee and site investment (property search) - gyms,
swim and schools
ROI insight measurement for industry suppliers
Group exercise ROI insight
Live chat support

“It’s about time the sector had access to this level of business
intelligence to inform go/no-go decisions - last month we used the
Investment Planning Report Service to evaluate a new site
opportunity. We’re now looking forward to using the SportsEye
platform at our existing venue in 2020 and any forthcoming venues
- access to live industry intelligence is a must have for any
Australian health club!”
Mel Tempest, Health Club / Fitness Business Leader

SportsEye
CAMPAIGNS

Marketing
Intelligence Platforms

Harnessing the SportsEye Network ecosystem to
deliver end to end paid social campaigns and direct
marketing - more members, more active, more often.
Identify Audiences for
Strategy Development

Deliver Multichannel
Execution

Measure and optimise
Performance

Multichannel Execution
Custom Segments

Matched to ActiveXchange &
Experian Data

Mapping existing customer data
via trusted third party databases

ActiveXchange
Data
More than 3 Million
member and sport
participation records

Custom Contact
Unmet Demand

Using trusted third
party paid lists

Custom built via the
aggregated SportsEye and
Client Member Data using
advanced predictive data
analytics

Client Member
Data

Lookalike
Audiences

Current Members On-Site

Optimal with personal contact
information via data
agreement

Campaign
Audience
Strategies
Using unmet demand data
insights to develop
demographic insights and
campaign message
based on aggregated past
industry advertising data.

SportsEye CONTACT
Optimised paid Contact Centre
powered by ActiveXchange

Analyse and refine audience strategies

Right offer, right place,
right time.

Custom
Performance
Dashboard
All campaign spend
and results in one
place, real time.

Offline
Reports

Investment Planning Model & Report Service
Offline infrastructure analysis report that leverages SportsEye
data and ActiveXchange’s predictive modelling capabilities
This service is driven by the official National Infrastructure Database and key insight
generated from 3 million users and the recent performance of hundreds of sites. The
analysis reports are used by current and potential fitness, leisure and aquatic venue
operators (public and commercial, including franchisees), state and local
government, and our strategic planning consultancy partners across Australia and
New Zealand.
This site and area-wide report service is used extensively to assess new build,
franchise or contract options that require capital expenditure, and also to test the
viability of changes to the facility mix and capacity at existing venues. Outputs
underpin feasibility studies, business plans and infrastructure strategies across
Australia and New Zealand.
The accuracy of the predictive modelling and overall service is validated against
actual outcomes from across the hundreds of venues integrated into
ActiveXchange's SportsEye Network.
Competition and venue catchment mapping
Member and visit projections
Target member acquisition/ conversion map
Segmentation profiling to support the marketing plan

“GLG is a leading sport and recreation planning consultancy in
New Zealand. Partnering with ActiveXchange was a natural fit as
GLG is always seeking more reliable insights into demand and
projected use for our clients.
Modelling using SportsEye, the Investment Planning and
Social Value is revolutionising our work,
particularly in the spaces and places sphere.
Working with the ActiveXchange team means our
network level planning is better informed than in the past
regarding capacity and gap analysis, optimisation and
where to target for development.
Being able to more accurately understand current performance
and predict demand for facilities based on reliable
evidence from the sector helps refine our analysis and
what we recommend as preferred solutions for our clients.
The bottom line is the tools and data acumen provided by
ActiveXchange means our clients can make better informed decisions
than previously possible. This is a game changer for GLG and for the
sport and recreation sector in New Zealand.”

Optimal capacity specification, programming and pricing
David Allan, Managing Director, Global Leisure Group Ltd
Sector performance benchmarking to test viability

Accurate

Offline
Reports

Social Value Model & Report Service

Key indicators include mental
health, dementia, cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, bowel cancer,
breast cancer, risk of drowning,
education attainment and
increased productivity.

Enabling organisations to draw Federal Government impact
principles down to a local level to evidence community savings
We know physical activity has social benefits. This service aligns best practice
international research, and model principles that have been published by federal
governments, automatically with data on participants and attendance at local venues.
The service translates activity into $ monetary community saving values for a range of
health, education and employment indicators.

Consistent

For SportsEye account users outputs are provided in an integrated dashboard,
otherwise a standard offline report is provided which can be ordered as a bolt-on to the
Investment Planning Model report service.
There is a growing emphasis on the non-financial impacts community facilities are and
can have and being able to report and track these in an accurate, consistent and
credible way is becoming critical for the majority of our partners.
Social Value Growth
We don't stop at reporting. The SportsEye platform provides a range of business
intelligence and direct access to the ActiveXchange Data Team in order to create site
action plans aligned with specific Social Value growth targets. We make it easy to then
communicate these plans with stakeholders.

“The YMCA in South Australia has adopted a data driven
approach to align how our venues continue to meet the needs of
local residents, and particularly those who are most vulnerable.
SportsEye is helping us continue to plan then evidence the
impact of decisions”
Andrew Mundy, Chief Operating Officer, YMCA South Australia.

The average
community
savings per year
per active
member is
$3,932

The Social Value Model risk
profiles each individual facility
user, and aligns their profile of
activity at the site with a risk
reduction. The monetary savings
are then be summed at program,
site and operator level and tracked
on a rolling basis.

Credible

SportsEye automatically
processes member and
attendance data collected by
leisure systems - this
standardisation enables
anonymised benchmarking so
outputs are consistent, relative
and relevant. SportsEye Health
and Wellbeing dashboards
provide additional context to
which priority communities you
are engaging.

ActiveXchange has partnered with
KPMG as Research Partner
(following their work on the Value
of Community Sport Infrastructure
for Sport Australia) to refine a
model with similar principles
relevant for local leisure and
aquatic centres, and now also
sports.

OUR EXECUTIVE TEAM
Alex Burrows
Founder & Chair

James Ellender
Chief Executive Officer

Simon Haire
Director - SportsEye

Alex has 12 years experience across the UK,
Europe, Australia and NZ of leading awardwinning teams that have successfully redefined
how the sport, leisure and fitness sector uses
data and plans investment into community
programs and infrastructure.

James has worked in senior executive roles for
some of the largest leisure operators across
Australia and New Zealand including the YMCA
and Belgravia Leisure and is actively involved in
industry bodies, and a member of the Academic
Board of ACPE.

With over 20 years experience in the sport and
leisure industry, Simon has developed a vast
range of expertise. He has frequently
demonstrated strategic leadership through an
ability to identify opportunities and cases for
change.

This is underpinned by the development and
application of innovative market and business
intelligence platforms that have been used by
multiple governments, 100+ sport governing
bodies, 3,000+ facilities, and influenced how
over 17 million people are active today.

James has an extensive understanding of the
challenges and opportunities that collaboration can
bring across Private, Not for Profits, Government,
Health and Sport. Passionate about leaving a
legacy of change in how our sector is understood,
valued and funded,

Over the past 4 years, he has managed a range
of project engagements as a strategic consultant.
This has included working with local government,
state government and state sporting organisations
on analysis, strategy and implementation of sport
and community infrastructure initiatives.

James is committed to harnessing the power of
data to drive decision making to foster earlier
activity, intervention and health outcomes for all
ActiveXchange partners

THE DATA TECH TEAM POWERING THE SECTOR
Tom Bourne,
Chief Information Officer
Tom has worked both in, and as a consultant to,
the leisure industry for almost 20 years in the
UK and across APAC for industry heavyweights
such as Virgin Active, Next Generation and
Crunch. During that time he has led many
digital transformation projects with a track record
for delivering world class consumer facing
applications within our industry. Tom is
committed to delivering our next generation
platform and working with our technology
partners to empower ActiveXchange to drive
real world business insights for our customers.

Ben Chan,
Client Success Manager

Jithin Joison,
Senior Analyst

Maisy Cheng,
Product Analyst

Ben comes with a wide-range of experiences
from a football coach, to a consultant, to a digital
project manager. This makes for the perfect
foundation for his role at Activexchange; from
having been personally involved in the sport,
leisure and fitness sector, strong client
management skillset and ensuring the
successful delivery of projects both internally
and externally. Ben’s passion for the industry
will ensure the best product is delivered and
maximum value is provided to our clients

Jithin is a computer science engineer whose
experience includes developing and delivering
business intelligence services for Oracle. He is
an exceptional data analyst who is able to
identify and extract the value from extensive
databases, in order to develop powerful
solutions for ActiveXchange's partners. Jithin
manages ActiveXchange's overall Investment
Planning Model and Service.

Maisy has a master degree of Information
Technology and Information Technology
Management from the University of Sydney.
With a strong analytical and business
intelligence background, she is skilled in data
ETL, analysis and visualisation.Maisy works with
the Data Team to translate predictive modelling
into straightforward intelligence which helps our
partners to make positive high impact changes.

THE DATA TECH TEAM POWERING THE SECTOR
Karthik Yarava, Analyst
Karthik has a Masters Degree in Information
Systems from the University of Southern
Queensland, and a strong statistical and predictive
modelling background, which includes the
automation of analysis. This includes developing
feedback loops on outcomes to support the ongoing
progression and accuracy of our models and client
solutions. Karthik is leading the exciting work on
ActiveXchange's Optimal Timetable Model.

David Kang, Junior Analyst
Blake Mitchell,
Associate Partner Social

Muhammad Ghani,
Full Stack
Developer

Faiza Shabbir,
Database
Specialist

Blake has provided Facebook
ad and social media campaign
consultancy for several large
brands across the APAC region
(Disrupt Social). Over time this
developed into a portfolio of
over 30 clients and 5+ years
experience in building Facebook
ad funnels and ROI focussed
campaigns for e-commerce and
lead generation campaigns.
Blake uses SportsEye insight
and spend optimisation
techniques to reduce the cost of
member acquisition for
ActiveXchange partners.

Muhammad has a Masters
in Computer Science, with
over 10 years of software
development and Microsoft
technologies - with his last
3.5 years with Uber.Biz as a
Full Stack Developer with
Strong Accounting
knowledge and detailed
exposure of Financials,
Stocks, Sales, Purchases,
Assets, and Cost
Accounting. Expert in the
integration of individual
modules with Accounting
(GL) / ERP Systems.

Faiza has a Masters Degree
in Information Technology
and has a very strong
understanding of how to
build, develop and manage
SQL databases which
underpin predictive
modelling and business
intelligence services. Faiza
supports manages
ActiveXchange's overall
databases bringing about
standardisation and
efficiencies.

David is a Commerce and Economics graduate
from The University of New South Wales.
Coming from a background of finance and
statistics, he has strong analytical abilities and
technical competencies which allow him to
extract and interpret valuable insights from large
quantities of data. David is a part of the Data
Team that creates value for our customers
through the models and platform, supporting our
state and national sport partners.

Li Yi, Junior Analyst
Li has previous experience in data analysis and
business intelligence within the banking
industry. She has a Master degree of business
from the University of Sydney and a bachelor
degree in software engineering. With combined
knowledge, Li is able to translate data into
impactful insights that supports business
decision making. She is skilled in various data
analysis and visualization tools.

Contact
www.ActiveXchange.org
intelligence@ActiveXchange.org
ActiveXchange
Australia
1805/233 Castlereagh Street,
Sydney NSW 2000

ActiveXchange
New Zealand
Sport Canterbury
1 Brynley Street,
Hornby, Christchurch

